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G.research, LLC attempts to provide timely, value-added insights into companies or industry
dynamics for institutional investors. We employ a Private Market Value with a Catalyst
methodology, a time tested strategy derived from our intense research driven culture. This unique
approach gives us a differentiated perspective from other methodologies which has successfully
carried our firm for 42 years.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Ferro Corporation (FOE - $14.58 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: Year-to-Date FOE has Not Performed and Lost ~6% of its
Value – Negative Macro Factors Are Affecting Industries/Markets Served – Management Missed Guidance Several Times
– 2H May be Below Previous Expectations – However, Self Help Actions are Being Taken and a Potential Catalyst May
Surface Prior to YE – Maintaining Our EPS Projections of $1.38, $1.60, $1.85, $2.10, and $2.35 for 2019, ‘20, ’21, ‘22,
and ’23, respectively.

Investment Case
Ferro’s performance has been less-than-stellar. However, we believe that management is focusing
on the appropriate actions:
1) The optimization program, which is more than “just cost cutting”
2) The health of the balance sheet, lowering net leverage to “under 3x” by year-end
3) FCF conversion of 50-60%; and
4) Moving toward its EBITDA margin target of 20%.
While the macro environment is challenging for all the companies in our universe, and the 2H could
be weaker than previously anticipated, we believe that the combination of self-help and potential
portfolio actions will create a welcome catalyst. We calculate a 2020 PMV of $23 and maintain FOE
as our 2019 Best Idea.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Livent Corporation (LTHM - $6.97 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: We are reiterating our buy recommendation on LTHM as
our best idea for the second half, despite weak YTD performance post spin-off from FMC. After a significant guide down
along with Q1 earnings, the stock sold off significantly on fears that lithium pricing will be under pressure for the
foreseeable future. We believe that shares have been oversold, and that creates an attractive entry point to achieve
growth going into 2020.

Investment Case
We believe that concerns over lithium pricing have caused Livent to be oversold. Livent should be
more insulated from pricing pressures faced by other lithium producers over the long term due to the
company’s focus on lithium hydroxide and the industry trend toward that being the standard battery
chemical, even though that trend has been slower to materialize than management expected. As a
result, the company has faced short-term margin compression in 2019. As margins return to more
normalized levels in late 2019 and early 2020, the stock should benefit. We reiterate our Buy
recommendation on LTHM and see this as a good entry point to take advantage of the vehicle
electrification trend. Livent is trading at a 57.5% discount to our 2020 PMV of $16.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
The Brink’s Company (BCO - $88.03 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: Brink’s shares have appreciated ~35% YTD to $88.03.
With the company making good progress on its 2019 plans and the potential for continued high EBITDA CAGR delivery in
the medium term on the back operational improvements, synergy delivery from recent acquisitions and the next strategic
plan, which is expected to be communicated in 2H 2019, we reiterate our Buy recommendation on the shares as our 2H
2019 Best Idea.

Investment Case
Brink’s is making steady progress on its Strategy 1.0 (organic growth and efficiency improvements)
and Strategy 1.5 (acquisitions) towards its 2019 financial goals which will allow the company to
significantly bridge the performance gap with its peers. With a Strategy 2.0 currently in the works,
Brink’s offers the potential to continue to deliver a high EBITDA CAGR over the medium term. We
calculate 2019E PMV of $95 per share and recommend Buy.
.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Ingles Markets (IMKTA - $31.97 – Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: Following an unprecedented period of benign food inflation
(as measured by the Food @Home CPI index; see Exhibit 1 below) the recent trend has shown an upward bias, which we
expect to continue in the back-half of 2019. Considering a healthy economic backdrop, we expect Ingles to be able to
pass along this inflation to its customers, spurring profit growth in the process.

Investment Case
We view Ingles as an attractive acquisition target considering its ability to stay relevant with its core
consumer, a well maintained store base, and high real-estate ownership, including eighteen
undeveloped sites. IMKTA shares trade at a 50% discount to our 2020P PMV of $64 per share, which
is based on 7x rent-adjusted 2020P EBITDA and includes our estimate of $748 million in companyowned real-estate value.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Schlumberger Ltd. (SLB - $38.63 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: We reaffirm Schlumberger Ltd. as our best idea for
2H’19. Our 2020 PMV for SLB is $55 per share, increasing to $74 per share in 2023. Revenue can rebound sharply in
oilfield services. For example, the company’s North America revenue increased 80% between 2016 and 2018.

Investment Case
We reaffirm Schlumberger Ltd. as our best idea for 2H’19. Our 2020 PMV for SLB is $55 per share,
increasing to $74 per share in 2023. Revenue can rebound sharply in oilfield services. For example,
the company’s North America revenue increased 80% between 2016 and 2018. Should the
company’s international and offshore revenue experienced similar level of recovery over the next five
years, our 2023 PMV can potentially reach $100/share. Every incremental $2 billion in 2023 revenue
would add $6-8 per share to our PMV.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc. (WDR - $17.11 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: We estimate $1.65 of EPS for both ’19 and
’20. Our 2020 PMV estimate is $30 per share or 7x EV/EBITDA with cash expected to increase to $880 million. Even
with the current growth outlook, we believe investors are being well compensated at current levels with the ~5.8% current
return on dividends and share repurchases.

Investment Case
We estimate $1.65 of EPS for both ’19 and ’20. Our 2020 PMV estimate is $30 per share or 7x
EV/EBITDA with cash expected to increase to $880 million. Even with the current growth outlook, we
believe investors are being well compensated at current levels with the ~5.8% current return on
dividends and share repurchases. A much fairer valuation is 7x, still below average industry levels
and newer takeout comps. We recommend purchase and believe that WDR could surprise in the 2H
19.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Sandy Spring Bancorp (SASR - $34.97 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: We continue to value the shares at 2.2x TBV for a
private market value estimate of $50 per share in 2019, and we recommend Buy given the company’s strong growth
position, superior historical credit performance, attractive geography, and compelling valuation. At ~1.5x forward TBV and
~11x forward EPS, we see a material trading discount in SASR shares when compared to precedent transaction multiples
of ~2.0-2.5x TBV and ~17-29x EPS.

Investment Case
At ~1.5x forward TBV and ~11x forward EPS, we see a material trading discount in SASR shares
when compared to precedent transaction multiples of ~2.0-2.5x TBV and ~17-29x EPS: see Exhibit
25 on page 16 of our initiation report. We continue to value the shares at 2.2x TBV for a private
market value estimate of $50 per share in 2019, and we recommend Buy given the company’s strong
growth position, superior historical credit performance, attractive geography, and compelling
valuation.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Collegium Pharmaceutical, Inc. (COLL - $10.83 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: We are reiterating COLL as our best idea
for the second half of 2019 despite a disappointing first half where shares lost over a third of their value. We believe the
stock has been oversold on concerns about opioid litigation and view this weakness as a buying opportunity for investors
willing to make a contrarian bet on an opioid company.

Investment Case
We continue to recommend Collegium as our best idea for the second half of 2019. COLL shares
appear oversold due to the opioid litigation that has become a headwind for companies across the
healthcare landscape. We expect Collegium to be dismissed from these opioid liability lawsuits, and
the company could benefit from any disruption to OxyContin as Purdue wrestles with bankruptcy
potential ahead of multidistrict litigation (MDL) bellwether trials scheduled for October. COLL trades at
1.8x Xtampza sales for 2020 and at a 56% discount to our 2020 PMV of $24 per share.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
bluebird bio (BLUE - $141.25 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: We reiterate Buy on BLUE due to its continued progress in
both BCMA and GTx. As shares recover from underappreciated EHA data, we believe a catalyst-rich 2H’19 will provide
additional upside. The shares are trading at a 22% discount to our 2020 PMV of $180 per share, supported by peak sales
multiple valuation.

Investment Case
We reiterate Buy on BLUE due to its continued progress in both BCMA and GTx. As shares recover
from under-appreciated EHA data, we believe a catalyst-rich 2H’19 will provide additional upside. The
shares are trading at a 22% discount to our 2020 PMV of $180 per share, supported by peak sales
multiple valuation.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Lowe’s Companies Inc. (LOW - $103.66 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: We are recommending Lowe’s as our best idea for
the 2H of 2019. Lowe’s has been our best idea since December of 2018 given improved leadership, better capital
allocation strategy, exit of non-core and underperforming assets and self-help opportunities that should help drive above
market growth and improved margins as the company leverages growth and becomes more efficient

Investment Case
With established new leadership and a clear strategy in place, we believe Lowe’s may be at an
inflection point that could see an improvement in corporate governance, better capital allocation,
sustained strength in same store sales and rising profitability. When accounting for revenue growth,
improved profitability and share count reduction we see EPS growing to $6.50 by 2020 up from $4.39
in 2017, representing earnings CAGR of 10-12% through 2020 (excluding one-time tax benefits). At a
15.1% discount to our 2020P PMV estimate of $122 per share, we recommend investors Buy shares.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Arcosa (ACA - $36.68 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: We continue to recommend Arcosa as our best idea after a solid
performance in 1H’19. We believe the recent consolidation in the stock, which might suggest an in-line 2Q print vs prior
beats, will be the pause that refreshes the stock. Namely, 2019-2020 are the years to own the barge cycle and before
other parts of the business are potentially put to test. The stock has been derisked by sensible capital allocation, with a
solid team and an inexpensive 7x 2020 EV/EBITDA valuation.

Investment Case
With multiple investment merits, inexpensive current valuation, repurchases, capital allocation derisked, and modest short cycle exposure, Arcosa continues to have a strong risk reward into 2H’19.
Arcosa is one of two ways to play the improving barge cycle along with Kirby Corp, with ACA having
the added benefit of a near monopoly in barge production today. We make no changes to our
EBITDA estimates at this time, which are in line with consensus expectations for 2020. We also like
the FCF generation of ~$95mm in 2020 (constrained by the barge ramp/working capital) and $125mm
in 2021. It provides healthy ammunition for repurchases and additional acquisitions in the special
materials space.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
CBS Corp. (CBS - $49.74- BUY) Best Idea: We expect a combination of CBS and VIA could be a catalyst for shares.
We believe both the economics and industrial logic are more compelling now than ever. We expect the two companies to
reach an agreement to merge at roughly current share prices, with Viacom CEO Bob Bakish managing the combined
company.

Investment Case
We expect a combination of CBS and VIA could be a catalyst for shares. We believe both the
economics and industrial logic are more compelling now than ever. We expect the two companies to
reach an agreement to merge at roughly current share prices, with Viacom CEO Bob Bakish
managing the combined company. We expect there could be $500 million to $1 billion of merger
synergies which would represent 7% to 15% of pro forma EBITDA. CBS has sports, Viacom does not.
CBS benefits from a broad array of sports rights that include: The NFL, NCAA, college basketball &
football and PGA Tour. Sports rights often make a network must-carry. CBS and Viacom would have
better scale to build existing global OTT channels: CBS All Access, Showtime, and Pluto TV.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Liberty SiriusXM (LSXMA - $39.78 – Buy) 2019 Best Idea Update LSXMA has appreciated 8% YTD to $39.78.
LSXMA’s principal asset is nearly 70% of SiriusXM, which has increased 6% to $6.07 allowing the underlying discount to
shrink marginally to 29% at LSXMA. We estimate that LSXMA has continued upside to $56 if the discount to the
underlying SiriusXM stock shrinks to zero and a PMV of $78 in 2020 on a mark to model basis if SIRI hits its PMV of
$8.05.

Investment Case
LSXMA is our 2019 Best Idea and has appreciated 8% YTD to $39.78. LSXMA’s principal asset is
nearly 70% of SiriusXM, which has increased 6% to $6.07 allowing the underlying discount to shrink
marginally to 29% at LSXMA. We estimate that LSXMA has continued upside to $56 if the discount to
the underlying SiriusXM stock shrinks to zero and a PMV of $78 in 2020 on a mark to model basis if
SIRI hits its PMV of $8.05.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Activision Blizzard (ATVI - $46.99 - Buy) 2H 2019 Best Idea: ATVI remains our best idea in the interactive
entertainment space for the second half of 2019. While the stock has lagged behind industry peers YTD (EA, TTWO &
UBI), we remain optimistic that our previously highlighted 2H catalysts will position ATVI for outperformance.

Investment Case
ATVI remains our best idea in the interactive entertainment space for the second half of 2019. While
the stock has lagged behind industry peers YTD (EA, TTWO & UBI), we remain optimistic that our
previously highlighted 2H catalysts will position ATVI for outperformance. Key upcoming game
releases include the World of Warcraft: Classic (August 27) and Call of Duty: Modern Warfare
(October 25). Additionally, BlizzCon 2019 (November 1-2) may bring major game announcements
from the Blizzard segment. Highly-anticipated game reveals for 2020 could provide a catalyst for late
2019 stock performance. We find ATVI shares attractive at a 27% discount to our 2020 PMV estimate
of $63 per share. We estimate ATVI will generate net bookings of $7.3B, Adj. EBITDA of $2.9B and
Adj. EPS of $2.60 in 2020.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE - $14.75 – Buy) Resilient Infrastructure Leader: We are reiterating our Buy
recommendation on Hewlett Packard Enterprise, as our best idea for 2H 2019 in Technology. We believe IT market will
continue to demonstrate resiliency in spite of macro-economic uncertainties. HPE has been maintaining its cautious
optimistic stance

Investment Case
We have a Buy recommendation. HPE possesses market leadership in server and a competitive
portfolio in hyper converge and hybrid IT infrastructure. Positive catalysts include sustainable growth,
strategic portfolio shift toward higher value products and services, execution on major cost savings,
operating margin expansion and a solid capital return strategy.

Best Idea 2H 2019:
Iliad (ILD FP – €92.04 – Buy) Down, Not Out: We believe that Iliad’s French service revenue can return to positive
growth in 2H 2019. This will be driven by the combination of fixed ARPU stabilization and capturing of share of the
modestly growing broadband base, along with continued mid-single digit mobile growth. Such a result can act as a hard
catalyst for a re-rating of Iliad, particularly in view of the market concerns that have led to the sell-off.

Investment Case
We believe that Iliad’s French service revenue can return to positive growth in 2H 2019. This will be
driven by the combination of fixed ARPU stabilization and capturing of share of the modestly growing
broadband base, along with continued mid-single digit mobile growth. Such a result can act as a hard
catalyst for a re-rating of Iliad, particularly in view of the market concerns that have led to the sell-off.
Iliad shares are trading at a depressed multiple of 5.0x 2019 EBITDA implying a 41% discount to
PMV. We reiterate our Buy recommendation with Mr. Market providing an attractive entry point and a
significant margin of safety.

